First-story height effects on the collapse performance of buildings in extreme events
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Abstract
Higher first-story height could cause soft-story irregularity due to less lateral stiffness, in which the hysteric energy dissipation is localized at the first story of buildings. In the seismic design codes, two different approaches, based on the drift and lateral stiffness ratios, are used to determine soft-story irregularity. In this study, four reinforced concrete models with different first-story to typical-story height ratios are used to show the first-story height effects. It is shown that even if the models are regular for soft stories based on the seismic design code limits, the higher first story considerably decreases the ductility capacity. Also, it is demonstrated that the ductility capacity is highly correlated with the story height ratio. Although all models meet the design criteria of the Turkish Buildings and Earthquake Code (TBEC-2018), the results of the nonlinear time history analysis reveal that the first-story drift ratio considerably increases with the higher first-story height. Further, the collapse performance of the four models is determined using the FEMA P695 procedure, and the results demonstrate that the collapse probability of the model with the highest first-story height is over the ASCE 7-22 limit.
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1. Introduction
Since the ground stories of the buildings on the street are generally used for commercial purposes, their story heights are higher than the upper stories' height. This problem might cause soft-story irregularity. Seismic design codes determine soft-story irregularity based on the lateral stiffness and story drift ratio parameters. According to ASCE 7-22 [1], the soft-story irregularity is defined as the lateral stiffness of any story below 70% of that of the above story. Also, when the lateral stiffness of any story is below 80% of the average stiffness of three upper stories, it is defined as a soft-story irregularity. However, these two criteria are valid when the story drift ratio exceeds 130% of an adjacent story drift ratio. In the TBEC-2018 [2], soft story irregularity is defined as the drift ratio of any story being more than twice that of the upper or lower story drift ratios.

In the literature, many studies demonstrate the effects of soft-story irregularity on the performance of buildings [3–6]. Scarlat [7] proposed an energy-based method to design the structural members of soft stories.
İnel and Meral [8] showed that the soft-story irregularity considerably causes a decrease in the lateral load capacity and roof drift ratio for substandard buildings.

ASCE 7-22 [1] and TBEC-2018 [2] require using the mode-combination method instead of the equivalent lateral load method for buildings with soft-story irregularity. Also, ASCE 7-22 prohibits using buildings with extreme soft story irregularity, in which the stiffness ratio of any story to that of the above story is lower than 60%, in the higher seismic risk design categories, such as E and F. However, NTCS-2004 [9] proposes to decrease the response modification factor for irregular buildings and to overcome the effects of soft-story irregularity on the buildings, the lateral design load of buildings with soft-story irregularity is taken higher than that of the regular buildings [4,9–11].

All the above studies focus on buildings with soft-story irregularity. However, in some buildings, the first or ground story is higher than the upper stories, but the height differences do not cause the soft-story irregularity according to the seismic design code limits. Since these types of buildings are common in Türkiye, it is essential to figure out the collapse performance of such buildings in extreme events. Also, it is needed to show the validation of the using the same response modification factor for such buildings.

In this study, four Reinforced Concrete (RC) models with different first-story heights were designed, and the story drift ratios were obtained at the design phase following TBEC-2018. Then, the response modification factors were obtained using pushover analyses, and the results demonstrated that the acquired response modification factor might differ according to the height ratio of the first story to the typical story. Further, it was shown that the elastic analysis might not capture the soft-story mechanism-like behavior of such buildings. After that, the collapse probabilities were obtained using FEMA P695 [12] at the DD-1 earthquake level, whose return period is 2475 years according to the TBEC-2018.

2. Model descriptions
The typical plan and elevation views of the used 5-story RC building models are given in Fig. 1. The typical story height is 3.1 m, and the first-story heights of the four models are 3.1 m, 3.5 m, 3.9 m, and 4.3 m, respectively. It was assumed that the models were located at 41.048937° (latitude), and 29.068002° (longitude) coordinates, and the soil type was ZC according to the TBEC-2018. Also, the short-period geometric mean spectral acceleration values (SDS) were taken as 0.959g and 1.690g for DD-2 and DD-1 earthquake levels from the Turkish Seismic Hazard Map (TSHM) [13]. The long-period geometric mean spectral acceleration values (SD1) were 0.337g and 0.586g for DD-2 and DD-1 earthquake levels according to the TSHM [13].

2.1. Design of models
The superimposed dead and live loads were 1.5 kN/m², 2.0 kN/m². The partition walls were considered for all stories except the roof story, and their weights for the outer and inner beams were 9.88 kN/m and 6.5 kN/m, respectively. The specified concrete and reinforcement rebar strengths were 30 MPa and 420 MPa. The elastic analysis and design of models were carried out using Etabs [14] software, and the effective flexural stiffnesses of columns and beams were modified using 0.7 and 0.35 factors, respectively, as recommended in TBEC-2018. The mode superposition method was used for elastic design. For all models, the slab thickness was 0.18 m, and the dimensions and longitudinal ($\rho_l$) and transverse ($\rho_t$) reinforcement ratio ranges are given in Table 1 for columns and beams. All models fulfilled the strong column-weak beam criteria of the TBEC-2018. Also, for all load combinations with seismic load, the axial loads of all columns were below the $0.4f_{ck}A_c$ value, where the $f_{ck}$ and $A_c$ were the specified concrete strength and the cross-section area.
2.2. Nonlinear modeling

The stress-strain curves for the concrete and reinforcement rebar were acquired using the Mander concrete model [15] and the TBEC-2018, respectively. The nonlinear behavior of beams was modeled using the concentrated plastic hinges at both ends. Also, the cyclic degradation effect was considered as recommended in PEER-ATC [16] and Haselton et al. [17] studies. As given in Fig. 2, the nonlinear modeling of columns was represented by the fiber hinge elements at both ends, and the part between these hinge members was elastically modeled with the effective stiffness, as recommended by Berry and Eberhard [18] and NIST [19]. Also, the fiber hinge length ($L_p$) was obtained using Berry and Eberhard’s study [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Dimension (cm/cm)</th>
<th>$\rho_l$ (max)/$\rho_l$ (min) (%)</th>
<th>$p_t$ (%)</th>
<th>$\rho_t$ (max)/$\rho_t$ (min) (%) (top)</th>
<th>$\rho_t$ (max)/$\rho_t$ (min) (%) (bottom)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Column</td>
<td>45x45</td>
<td>1.27/1.27</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam</td>
<td>30x50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.71/0.41</td>
<td>0.41/0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Column nonlinear modeling (adopted from NIST [19])
3. Degrees of vertical irregularity

In the seismic design codes [1,2], soft-story irregularity is defined by story stiffness or story drift ratios. Since the first or ground story was higher than the other, the story drift ratios obtained in the design phase and story stiffnesses were normalized with the first-story values (Fig. 3) to enable a comparison. The TBEC-2018 gives the lower limit ratio of two adjacent story drift ratios for soft story irregularity as 2. In Fig. 3a, all normalized drift ratios were below 2. Therefore, all models had no soft-story irregularity for this seismic code. In Fig. 3b, all values were below 1.43 (1/0.7), which corresponds to the second-story stiffness to the first-story stiffness ratios for the ASCE 7-22 limit. Notwithstanding the ratio of the average story stiffness of three stories above the first-story to the first-story stiffness was 0.793, the ratio of the first-story drift ratio to the second-story drift ratio was below 1.3 for the fourth model, in which the first-story height was 4.3 m. Therefore, all models had no soft-story irregularity according to ASCE 7-22.

Fig. 3. Normalized a) story drift ratio b) story stiffness
4. Nonlinear static and nonlinear time history analyses

4.1. Nonlinear static analyses
Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis has been utilized for RC and masonry buildings to determine seismic performance and yielding mechanics [20–22]. Also, seismic design codes [1,2] recommend using the overstrength factor (Ω), the ratio of lateral load capacity to design base shear, to validate design requirements using pushover curves.

FEMA P695 [12] proposes a procedure to idealize pushover curves. In Fig. 4, these idealized curves were given for four models. In these curves, firstly, the lateral load capacity of the pushover curve (V\text{max}) was determined then the effective yielding displacement (δ\text{y,eff}) was obtained using the tangent line to the initial part of the pushover curve. After that, the ultimate or near-collapse displacement (δ\text{u}), where the base shear equals 80% of the V\text{max} value in the decreasing part of pushover curves, was obtained. Then the period-based ductility (μ\text{T}), also known as near-collapse ductility [23], was acquired as the ratio of the δ\text{u} to δ\text{y,eff}.

TBEC-2018 limits the lower bound of the overstrength factor with 3 for the ductile design of the RC framed buildings. In Table 2, overstrength and ultimate ductility factors for used models were given. Although the overstrength factors were over the TBEC-2018 lower limit, the ultimate ductility considerably decreased when the first-story height was increased. This situation meant that the higher first-story height caused a considerable decrease in the energy dissipation capacity of buildings. When it was assumed that the response modification factor was equal to the ductility in the period range of velocity- and displacement-sensitive regions, as given TBEC-2018, the relation between the response modification factor and the ratio of first-story height (H\text{1}) to the typical story height (H\text{T}) was shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 4. Idealization of pushover curve and near-collapse drift ratios using FEMA P695 procedure](image-url)
NTCS-04 [9] and the Manual of Civil Structures (MOC) [24] increase the design force by limiting the reduction of elastic force for irregular buildings. In the MOC [24], the reductive seismic force factor is taken as 80% of that of regular buildings to increase the lateral design force for buildings with soft-story irregularity [11]. This requirement meant that the response modification factor was decreased by 20% to increase the design base shear. Since the increasing design force could prevent or limit the soft-story mechanics, the nonlinear behavior might be distributed toward the upper stories. Therefore, the increasing ductility probably was higher than the decreasing response modification factor. For this reason, the response modification factor given in Fig. 5 was likely conservative for models 2 to 4. However, the MOC limit is shown in Fig. 5 to illustrate the effect of the localization of nonlinear behavior in the first story on the energy dissipation capacity of models.

4.2. Nonlinear time history analyses

The energy dissipation capacity decreased considerably due to higher first-story height, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, it was essential to demonstrate the distribution of nonlinear behavior along the height of buildings. For this reason, all models were subjected to the FEMA P695 far-field records in one direction, and all these records were downloaded from the PEER ground motion database [25]. TBEC-2018 requires amplitude scaling of records in the period range of 0.2T\(_p\) and 1.5T\(_p\), where the T\(_p\) is the first mode period. All ground motions were scaled to the DD-1 level maximum-direction spectrum following TBEC-2018. Since the periods of nonlinear models were different, the scaling procedure was separately employed for all models, and the target maximum direction and the mean scaled spectra are given in Fig. 6 for Model 1.

![Fig. 5. The relation between the H\(_1\)/H\(_T\) ratios and R factors](image-url)
Fig. 6. DD-1 level maximum direction and mean scaled spectra for Model 1

Fig. 7. Relation between the drift ratio of first and second stories
In Fig. 7, the relations between the first- and second-story drift ratios were given for the four models using 44 NTH analysis results, and it was assumed that the models arrived at collapse capacity when the drift ratio of any story reached a 10% value. When the first- and upper-story heights were equal, the second-story drift ratios were very close to the first-story ones, as shown in Fig. 7a. This phenomenon meant that the nonlinear behavior was not localized in the first-story but distributed in the upper stories. However, when the first-story height was higher than that of the upper stories, the linear relation between the drift ratios of the first and second stories was disturbed (Fig. 7b-d). Further, the drift ratios of the second-story decreased by increasing the first-story height.

The mean story drift ratios were given in Fig. 8a to summarize the above phenomenon. The first- and second-story drift ratios for Model 1 were 3.57% and 3.44%. However, when the first-story height was increased from 3.1 m to 4.3 m, the first-story drift ratio increased to 5.3%, and the second-story drift ratio decreased to 2.45%. Thus, the percent increases in first-story height and first-story drift ratio were 38.7% and 48.5%, respectively. Meanwhile, the percent decrease in the second-story drift ratio was 28.8%. Other values are given in Fig. 8b.

In the literature [26], the soft-story mechanism is given in detail. Although no one model had soft-story irregularity according to the seismic codes [1,2] limits, the nonlinear behavior concentrated at the first-story level by increasing the first-story height. This phenomenon was similar to the soft-story mechanism. However, seismic design codes required the using the mode-superposition method, and it was not possible to capture the soft-story mechanism-like behavior using elastic methods.

5. Incremental dynamic analysis

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) has been used to obtain the fragility curve [27]. In IDA, a record set is used and the analytical structure model is subjected to each of the scaled records, and the scaling factor is increased up to the collapse point. Thus, the relation between the desired Intensity Measure (IM) parameter and the Engineering Demand Parameter (EDP) is obtained using these NTH analysis results. The spectral acceleration of the first mode period (Sa(T1)) and inter-story drift ratio (IDR) have been utilized as IM and IDR in the literature [27,28].
The lognormal cumulative distribution function has been used to obtain fragility curves [29–31], which is given in Equation 1.

\[ P(C|IM = x) = \Phi \left( \frac{\ln \left( \frac{x}{\theta} \right)}{\beta} \right) \] (1)

In Eq. 1, \( \Phi \) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, \( \theta \) is the median value of the probability distribution, and \( \beta \) is the logarithmic standard deviation. These parameters were estimated using the method proposed by Baker’s [31] study.

FEMA P695 proposes a procedure to consider the spectral shape effect and various uncertainties. The spectral shape effect stems from using the same record set for all the IM levels [32–34], and the FEMA P695 procedure uses the specified Spectral Shape Factor (SSF) to modify the fragility function to eliminate the spectral shape effects of IDA analysis. Also, FEMA P695 requires considering the four uncertainty parameters to obtain total uncertainty (\( \beta_{TOT} \)) as given in Eq. 2.

\[ \beta_{TOT} = \sqrt{\beta_{RTR}^2 + \beta_{DR}^2 + \beta_{TD}^2 + \beta_{MDL}^2} \] (2)

where the \( \beta_{RTR}, \beta_{DR}, \beta_{TD}, \) and \( \beta_{MDL} \) are the record-to-record variation, design requirement, test data, and modeling uncertainty parameters, respectively. The \( \beta_{RTR} \) parameter was taken as the logarithmic deviation of the fitted fragility curve, and the quality ratings for the \( \beta_{DR}, \beta_{TD}, \) and \( \beta_{MDL} \) parameters were taken as 0.2, which refers to a good quality rate according to the FEMA P695. Also, the SSF factors were obtained utilizing period-based ductilities and fundamental mode period following FEMA P695. For all models, the SSF factors and \( \beta_{TOT} \) parameters are given in Table 3.

The exceedance probabilities of the near-collapse drift ratio were obtained using fragility curves. In Fig. 9a, the fitted curves were given for all models. Also, to demonstrate the exceedance probability at the one value, the spectral acceleration axis was normalized with the maximum direction spectral acceleration of the fundamental mode periods (\( S_{m}(T_1) \)). The spectral shape factors and total uncertainty parameters were incorporated into the fitted curves following the FEMA P695 procedure, and the results are given in Fig. 9b.

The exceedance probabilities of near-collapse drift ratios were 2.3% and 5.3% for Models 1 and 2 at the maximum direction of the DD-1 earthquake level. ASCE 7-22 categorizes buildings according to their risk level to human life in four groups, and the permitted collapse probabilities are given as %10 for buildings in the Risk Category of I and II. Also, the upper collapse probability limits for buildings in Risk Categories III and IV are 5% and 2.5%, respectively. Since the exceedance probability of the near-collapse drift ratio represented the collapse probability, the obtained collapse probabilities for Models 1 and 2 were below the ASCE 7-22 limit, which is 10% for the buildings in Risk Category I and II. For Model 3, the collapse probability was 9.1%, and it was close to the ASCE 7-22 limit. For Model 4, the collapse probability was %13.1, and it was over the ASCE 7-22 limit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>SSF</th>
<th>( \beta_{TOT} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.463</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.407</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.393</td>
<td>0.609</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusions

The first-story height is higher than the typical story height when the first or ground story is used for commercial purposes, and this case might cause soft-story irregularity. In the seismic design codes, the soft-story irregularity is defined using inter-story drift and story stiffness ratios. Although the first-story height is higher than the typical story height for some buildings, they are not categorized as soft-story buildings when the inter-story drift ratios and stiffness ratios of two adjacent stories fulfill the seismic design codes' regular building limits.

In this study, four models with different first-story height to typical story height ratios but vertically regular according to the TBEC-2018 and ASCE 7-22 criteria were analyzed at the maximum direction of DD-1 earthquake level, and collapse performances were obtained following the FEMA P695 procedure. The obtained results were given as follows:
1. The ductility capacity of the buildings decreased with the increasing $H_1/H_T$ ratio, and this finding was consistent with the previous studies.

2. With the increase in the $H_1/H_T$ ratio, the structural damage in the first-story considerably increased. Since the localization of the damage in the first story, the inter-story drift ratios of the upper story decreased. Further, it was not possible to capture this issue using elastic analysis methods such as equivalent load and mode superposition methods.

3. The exceedance probability of the near-collapse drift ratio increased with the increase of the $H_1/H_T$ ratio. Also, for the model with the $H_1/H_T$ ratio of 1.3, the exceedance probability of the near-collapse drift ratio was 13%, and it was over the ASCE 7-22 limit.

4. For all models, the drift ratio of the second-story was higher than that of the first-story using the mode superposition method. However, the results of the NTH analyses at the maximum direction of the DD-1 earthquake level showed that the first-story drift ratio was higher than that of the upper stories for all models.

5. It was recommended to use the pushover analysis to see the global ductility capacity when the first story was higher than the upper stories.
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